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Summary: The paper discusses the written forms of Il.red 
in Coffin Texts adduced by Wolfgang Schenkel in sup­
port of his hypothesis of two morphologically distinct 
forms of the sdm.n-f Also examined are the case of ult.n 
non-II.red, which had only a secondary role in Schenkel s 
original proposal, and the case of the high-frequency 
verb wnn, which is special. The conclusion is that none 
of these written forms supports the hypothesis of two dis­
tinct forms of the sdm.n^f, just as none contradicts it. In 
the course of the argument, various issues of broader in­
terest are touched upon: the representation of verbal 
morphology in writing, the individual verbs (notably ngigi/ 
ngg “cackle,” originally a N-stem based on an onomato- 
Poietic segment), the morphology of wnn, and aspects of 
the dynamics of textual variation in Coffin Texts (notably 
the extraordinarily complex case afforded by CT I 73c- 
74f; Spell 24).
Keywords: CT I 73c-74f (Spell 24) - logography in ver­
bal inflection - ngg “cackle” - sdm.n-f - textual varia­
tion in Coffin Texts - verbal morphology - wnn
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1.7 Alternations of short and long written 
stems of the same verb - 1: wrr.n ~ wr.n
in Coffin Texts, only two verbs of the Il.red display both 
the short and the long written stems, wrr “be great” and 
ngg “cackle” (for an altogether different case, also dis­
playing a contrast between two written stems, below, 3: 
wnn). Wrr and ngg afford separate discussion because the 
evidence associated with the former, if taken at face va­
lue, might superficially seem to contradict Schenkel s hy­
pothesis (this sub-section), while the evidence associated
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with the latter would at first sight seem to confirm that 
same hypothesis (1.8-9).
A. Except in one passage, wrr has the long written stem, 
wrr.n (3-4) . All three passages are from “emphatic” en­
vironments; the long written stem standing for a sdm.n=fn 
(WvR'vRnv-) is here expected under both the competing 
hypotheses alike. In the fourth passage, CT II 268/9e, wrr 
has the short written stem (wr.n) in most witnesses (in de­
tails below, B). This is also from an “emphatic” environ­
ment as is implied by the figura etymologica: wr.n~i m sf 
mm wrw “I have become great yesterday among the great 
ones." A short written stem in an “emphatic” environ­
ment is contrary to expectation under either of the com­
peting hypotheses alike. All written forms of wrr are 
thereby similarly neutral as to which of the two hypoth­
eses are correct; this is exactly Schenkel’s assessment as 
well: with respect to the main issue, the dicussion may 
stop here.
1
B. With a view on the parameters that can be at play in 
alternations of written forms in Coffin Texts, the one pas­
sage that unexpectedly has the short written stem stand­
ing for a sdm.n=fx is discussed further. As also observed 
by Schenkel, this is to be related to the thoroughly com­
plex textual tradition of the passage in question . The de­
tails are as follows:
2
(s) Textual variation in the verb in CT II 268/9e:
(a) Four witnesses have a different verb: cIn=i (S2P, 
S3P, SITa, S2C).
(P) Seven witnesses have a logographic spelling: 
A19.n=iZV (B2Bo, B4Bo, B3C, B4La, B4Lb, SICa, 
SICb).
1 CT II 268/9e BIC, M38C; CT IV 178j GIBe; CT IV 180c GIT; see 
Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f', 47, 
n. 25.
2 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f, 47, 
n. 26.
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(y) Six witnesses have a spelling <G36 r n>, com­
monly interpreted as wr.n-i/N (below, D) (SqCa, 
SqCb, B9C, B2P, B1L, B17C).
(8) Only one witness has the long written stem as ex­
pected, wrrn=i (BIC).
(c) One witness is corrupt, with <G5 r r>[...] (M38C); 
this may imply an underlying long written stem 
in the tradition on which this witness draws 
(<Hr> {wr}r.n^t).
C. Of these variants, “die im allgemeinen besseren (und 
auch einige im allgemeinen schlechtere) Textzeugen”  
have (a) or (0): the discussion may thus begin with these. 
In the (p)-witnesses, the verb is spelled logographically, 
with the sign A19. Based on the “phonographischen 
Schreibungen anderer Textzeugen”, this can be read as 
wr , although the rarer reading as c> is possible as well . 
Either way, the use of a logographic spelling with the 
sign A19 implies a slightly recherche writing. The origi­
nal reading may well have been wr, as in the (y)-(e)-wit- 
nesses. The writing with A19, as in the (p)-witnesses, 
would then have been reinterpreted as G’, leading to the 
readings as in the (a)-witnesses (all from Siut; note that 
two other Siut witnesses have A19). Alternatively, the re­
verse may have happened: S, as in the (a)-witnesses, 
may have been the original reading. The slightly sportive 
writing with A19, as in the (P)-witnesses, may have been 
reinterpreted to yield wr, as in the (y)-(e)-witnesses (note 
that (p) includes witnesses from both Bersheh and Siut, 
as (y) and (6) also do).
3
4 5
D. Turning to the issue of short and long written stems, a 
first observation is that the spellings as in (p) do not in 
themselves imply a short written stem, even if the verb 
wr is meant: the spelling with A19 is logographic, and a 
word is thus represented, not a word-form. Strictly speak­
ing, witnesses with the short written stem are therefore 
only the ones in (y), not thirteen  but only six. These 67
3 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n^f, VJ, 
n. 26.
4 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n^f, 47, 
n. 26.
5 The reading S’ is more common with the noun, but attested with 
the verb as well, if rarely: compare Borghouts, Egyptian, vol.II, 15. 
Wolfgang Schenkel (personal communication, 7/2013) draws my at­
tention to instances noted in Jozef Janssen, De traditioneele auto- 
biografie voor het nieuwe rijk (Leiden 1946), 20. Wb. 1 161.25 also 
mentions such spellings, but does not provide examples in the Be- 
legstellen.
6 As counted by Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches 
sdm.n=f, 47, n. 27-28.
7 Following a common convention, superscript expresses that a 
sign is interpreted as a complement.
8 Submitted to discussion by Wolfgang Schenkel during the Work­
shop on Earlier Egyptian Grammar, Brown University, 29/3/2013.
9 CT I 308b; I 308f; IV 317a; VI 306k; VII 42f; VII 337a; VII 432c. All 
data kindly provided to me by Wolfgang Schenkel in subsequent 
discussion (p.c., 7/2013).
10 Based on Wolfgang Schenkel’s unpublished Konkordanz, shown 
during the aforementioned workshop.
stand against one witness (8), or perhaps two (counting 
the corrupt (e)), with the long written stem.
There is a possibility that in the sequence of signs 
<G36 r n> in the (y)-witnesses, r is not the phonetic com­
plement of G36, but stands for the second root consonant 
itself, reduplicated. Rather than as wf.n1, i.e. wr.n, the 
reading should then be as wrr.n: the form would be the 
long stem expected under either hypothesis and no 
emendation would be required. The possibility has to be 
raised, not because it would fit expectations better, but 
in view of a series of spellings of other words of the root 
wrr in Coffin Texts8. Mostly in compound expressions or 
bound collocations, such words can appear with uncom­
plemented G36 in at least one among parallel witnesses 
(> 100 cases); the noun wr “great one” notably can be 
written with uncomplemented G36. The wrr(y)rcrown is 
also documented with only one r written, in textual var­
iation with the more common spelling with two rs9. 
Forms of the pseudoparticiple of wrr in Coffin Texts have 
the sequence of signs <G36 r> for wr in 95% of cases, yet 
the remaining 5% have uncomplemented G36: the com­
mon spelling as wr1' (<wr r>) thus alternates with the 
much rarer one as wr (<wr>)10.
In assessing the above, the short spellings in com­
pound expressions or bound collocations are least rele­
vant, as these probably represent abbreviated spellings; 
a similar comment extends to the noun wr, where the 
non-complemented spelling is best interpreted as logo­
graphic. More relevant is the case of wrr(y)t, because the 
spelling is neither abbreviated nor logographic and be­
cause the noun is itself based on a long stem of wrr, as is 
the expected sdm.n^fy, in CT II 268/9e. However, unlike 
the verb in the passage under discussion, the stem mor­
phology in wrr(y)t, a noun, is derivational: no inflectional 
contrast is carried by the stem; this may have facilitated 
the short spellings occasionally encountered with wrr(y)t. 
In the case of the pseudoparticiple, the stem is inflec­
tional, but no contrast between a short and a long stem 
is involved in this category (the stem is always short). 
Wniyt) and the pseudoparticiple thus afford only partial 
parallels to the (y)-witnesses of CT II 268/9e.
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E. The unexpected short written stem of the (y)-witnesses 
of CT II 268/9e, standing for what based on the construc­
tion must be a sdm.n^fg, can thus be accounted for in two 
ways. Rather than as wd.n, it could be read as wrr.n, 
thereby being a non-standard orthography of the ex­
pected verbal form (D). Or the sequence <G36 r> is read 
as it usually is in unabbreviated spellings, as , for a 
form wr.n, then a misspelling for wr<r>.n (C). On bal­
ance, I find the latter option more likely, because of the 
overall complex textual tradition of the passage (B): this 
includes logographic spellings in which the rise of the 
misspelt wr<r>.n finds a natural place (C). If so, CT II 
268/9e illustrates how a written form that is contrary to a 
hypothesis - in the present case, contrary to both com­
peting hypotheses - can arise in textual transmission.
1.8 Alternations of short and long written 
stems of the same verb - 2: ngg.n ~ ng.n
The other verb of ILred that displays an alternation of 
short and long written stems in the sdm.n^f in Coffin 
Texts is ngg “cackle”. Here as well, the long stem is com­
mon and the short one exceptional: the form is ngg.n in 
almost every instance (9-18)11, while ng.n is limited to 
one passage, CT I 74b (1-4)12. The numerous instances 
with the long written stem, pointing to a sdm.n^fy., are 
from “emphatic” environments and therefore in confor­
mity with both the competing hypotheses (NvG vGnv-). 
The one passage with the short stem, on the other hand, 
is after hv, and thus in an indisputably “non-emphatic” 
environment: the short written stem would point to the 
hypothesized sdm.n-fy (NvGG'vnv-) in conformity with 
Schenkel’s “split sdm.n=f hypothesis” and in contradic­
tion to the “unitary hypothesis”. I first discuss issues to 
do with the identification of the inflectional class of ngg 
(A), then how representative ng.n in CT I 74b is (B). The 
complex textual tradition of the passage is examined in 
turn (1.9).
A. That ngg “cackle” should belong to Il.red at all is not 
clear. For another verb initially adduced in his discus­
sion of the morphology of the sdm.n^f of ILred in Coffin
H The original table gives a figure “10-19”. Of these, the locus CT 
VI 255u” (Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f\ 
48, n. 30) is to be substracted (Uljas, LingAeg 18 (2010), 258, n. 25).
12 Schenkel’s original table gives a figure “1-6”. The author sub­
sequently cites five instances (“Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativi­
sches sdm.n=f, 46, n. 13). Of these, B3Bo is an instance of iw ng.n 
only under emendation: iw ng/n/DfJ<.n> n-t {m) smn. For textual 
issues, see below, 1.9.
Texts, nhh “be old, endure, survive”, Schenkel has re­
cently noted that this belongs to an altogether different 
inflectional class, 5rad (nhihi), and is therefore irrelevant 
to the issue under discussion.13 In the case of nhihi, the 
identification of the inflectional class has no further 
bearing on the main issue because this verb is in Coffin 
Texts found only in an “emphatic” environment, for 
which both the competing hypotheses predict the same 
form of the sdm.n-f (1.2). With a view on the discussion 
of ngg to follow, the reasons for the identification of 
“nhh” as a 5rad may be briefly exposed nonetheless. 
Schenkel’s reassignment of “nhh” to 5rad follows Allen’s 
original identification14, which was based on morpholo­
gical grounds: (a) a simplex nhi is attested, and (b) the 
form of the 3ms pseudoparticiple has the long stem nhh 
(Pyr. § 1477dp; PT 572), while Il.red have the short stem. 
More precisely, nhihi is an instance of n-AB-AB, i.e. an 
exponent of a class consisting in //-prefixed reduplicated 
verbs based on biliteral roots.15 Semantically, nhihi ex­
presses an intransitive event of which the subject is the 
locus, in line with the medial semantics often times asso­
ciated with Egyptian N-stems16. In a written form such as 
nhh.n (CT III 393g BIBo)17, reduplication therefore reflects 
a feature of derivational, not of inflectional, morphology.
That “cackle” may itself be ngigi, not ngg, has been 
first proposed by Allen as well, on a more cautious 
tone18. Unlike for nhihi, however, the evidence adduced 
by Allen is problematic: “ngi” in Wb. I 348.4-5 is erro­
neous19, and the spelling ng>g> recorded in Wb. II 350.9- 
12, which does not recur in Belegstellen, is Late Egyp­
tian.20 Various other indications, however, strongly 
speak to the fact that “cackle” is indeed to be set as ngi­
gi, not as ngg, at least originally.
13 Schenkel, “Mittelagyptische Grammatik: Von den Texten zu den 
Texten”, BiOr 69 (2012), 31, n. 32.
14 Allen, Inflection, § 746.
15 For various aspects of this class of verbs, now Pascal Vernus, 
“Le preformant n et la detransitivite: formation //-C|C2C|C2 versus 
CiC2CiC2. A propos de la racine gm ‘notion de trituration”, LingAeg 
17 (2009), 291-317 (not discussing nhihi specifically).
16 The medial association of the Egyptian N-stem will be developed 
further in Andreas Stauder, Voice and Perspective, in prep.
17 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f, 47, 
n. 29.
18 Allen, Inflection, § 746 (“is likely”).
19 Wb. II 348.4 gives ng-i m smn, which is just CT I 74b under dis­
cussion: the reed-leaf i belongs to the spelling of the Isg suffix (as 
<i Al>), not to the stem. Wb. II 348.5 is in reference to Ramses IV’s 
Wadi Hammamat Inscription (#12), 21, a late text, therefore, and 
one which, moreover, has ng hrw^f, not ngi.
20 One text has ng>g>, P. Turin 1791 (BD 17) ngighf m smn: this is 
Ptolemaic and therefore of no value for the present discussion.
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That the Egyptian word for “cackle”, be this ngg or 
ngigi, should be onomatopoietic in origin is plausible on 
general grounds. It is made almost certain in view of 
some more general associations of Egyptian and earlier 
Semitic N-stems21. Among other things, N-stems serve to 
verbalize segments that are not in themselves well- 
formed verbal roots (roots that are too short or too long), 
or are not verbal roots at all. The latter include forma­
tions based on various onomatopoietic segments, e.g., 
Akkadian nabaahu “bark (do buh)”, nasaaqu “kiss (do 
siq)”, etc. N-stems of the type N-AA are unknown in 
Egyptian, as they are in Semitic, while N-stems formed 
on reduplicated bi-radical segments (N-AB-AB, e.g., n-gs- 
gs “overflow”) are common in either domain. There is a 
strong case, therefore, for Egyptian “cackle” being ori­
ginally ngigi, as an exponent of a N-Ai-Ai formation also 
otherwise documented (e.g., n-hi-hi (above); n-ki-ki 
“swell”22).
21 For the latter, N.J.C. Kouwenberg, 2004. “Assyrian light on the 
history of the N-stem”, in Jan Dercksen (ed.), Assyria and Beyond: 
Studies presented to Mogens Trolle Larsen, PIHANS 100 (Leiden: 
Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 2004), 333-52.
22 Allen, Inflection, § 746; Wb. Il 346.1 translates differently, appa­
rently under the influence of nk “copulate”, as “den Leib der Frau 
befruchten”.
23 P. London BM EA 10793, belonging to the HPA Pinedjem II (text: 
Irmtraut Munro, Der Totenbuch-Papyrus des Hohenpriesters Pa-ned- 
jem II. (pLondon BM 10793/pCampbell), HAT 3 (Wiesbaden: Harras- 
sowitz, 1996); reference drawn from TLA, WCN 89720.
24 Rami van der Molen, A Hieroglyphic Dictionary of Egyptian Cof­
fin Texts, PdA 15 (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2000), 252.
25 E.g., in older times, n-hr-n-hr “rejoice” (Pyr. § 1729bN), alongside 
more common n-hr-hr, n-dd-n-dd (Pyr. § 181aw), alongside more com­
mon n-dd-dd-. see Elmar Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik, AnOr 34 & 
39 (Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1955-1964), §431. This is 
of course a significant morphological difference of Egyptian N-stems 
vis-a-vis Semitic ones.
26 Reference drawn from TLA, WCN 89720.
27 Quoted after Belegstellen II, 507.
28 Examples and discussion in Vernus, LingAeg 17 (2009), 301-07.
29 Ng=i m smn sky-i nhh mi nhh-klw “I wish to cackle as a Nilegoose, 
I wish to make perish (?) eternity like Nehebkau” (B9Cb, B3C, TICb, 
T3Be, M1N4); the interpretation as a subjunctive (rather than as a 
prospective or a mrr=f) is likely in view of the following sky^i/sky N 
(CT IV 311b).
30 Ng&i r-sn m smn <mi> ssmw “I wish to cackle against them as a 
Nilegoose like Shesmu” (CT III 144c S2C, B2Bo). The interpretation 
as a subjunctive is likely in view of the following pkd (CT III 144d). 
BIBo and B2Be read with a past tense (ngg.n V).
31 This is again suggested by the next clause (CT IV 311b), with sky 
N in M4C, as in other witnesses.
Noteworthy are also variant forms of the stem. In an 
early Third Intermediate Period version23 of BD 17 (a pas­
sage harkening back to the Coffin Text tradition of Spell 
335), ngng.n-f is once found; the late date of the docu­
ment is of course here to be taken into account. Certainly 
significant are nominal derivations in Coffin Texts, which 
cannot be accounted for in terms of textual transmission: 
ngng (CT III 207 h) and ngngn (CT III 208e), both “cack- 
ler”24. The above formations provide a further indication 
of the lexical nature of reduplication in ngigi. That redu­
plication would extend its scope over the N-prefix itself 
is also documented in Egyptian25.
A decisive argument is finally given by occasional 
forms of “cackle” without initial N-. An Eighteenth Dy­
nasty version of BD 17 has gg>~i in BD 17 (P. Cairo 51189: 
luia)26, while Amduat IV 48 has mi hrw gg n bik “like the 
cackling voice of a falcon.”27 Most famous, and from a 
pre-New Kingdom manuscript, is chc.n p> smn chc hr g>g> 
“Then the Nilegoose stood up and begun to gaggle” 
(Cheops’ Court 8.23). Genuine Ln (such as ndm, nhm, etc.) 
do not have alternant forms in which their first root con­
sonant would for some reason be dropped; N-prefixed 
stems of the type n-AB-AB, and these only, do28.
B. While the above cumulative evidence strongly speaks 
to Egyptian “cackle” being a N-stem, this does not imply 
that the verb might not have secondarily aligned on 
Il.red in its inflectional behavior. That it actually did is 
suggested by short written stems (ng) of the subjunctive 
in two places (CT IV 311a, many witnesses ; CT III 144c 
S2C, B2Bo ) and of the passive in one other place (CT I 
74b BIP). Inflectional alignment on Il.red may have been 
partial rather than complete: in the afore mentioned CT 
IV 311a, one witness, M4C, has the long written stem 
(ngg), even though the context similarly suggests a sub­
junctive . In the following, the hypothesis required for 
Schenkel’s line of argument is adopted, namely that ngigi 
had by the time of Coffin Texts fully aligned inflection- 
ally on Il.red. Under this hypothesis, the one passage 
that would provide evidence in support of the existence 
of a sdm.n^fi, CT I 74b, is examined in further details.
29
30
31
The textual tradition of CT I 74b is complex. Only 
four out of eight witnesses have a short written stem, 
ng^^.n (TIL, BH5C) or ng.n (T9C, TIC). Two other wit­
nesses read passively, with a stem ng1^1 (BIP) or ng«DET 
(B4C). One witness has a long stem, in the present tense 
reading the text as it stands («ggDET), or perhaps to be 
emended into a past tense (nggDEY<.n>) (B6C). The last 
witness, finally, has a construction that is unclear as the 
text stands, with a stem «gnDET (B3Bo). This casts some 
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general doubt on CT I 74b as the only passage to docu­
ment the short written stem of the sdm.n^f of ngg.
Also to be noted is that short written stems are occa­
sionally documented in contexts where long ones are ex­
pected. With another Il.red, Pyr. §2100bNI hasps.n, while 
N has pss.n32. The environment is “emphatic”, implying a 
sdm.n=fa, and thus a long written stem, under both the 
competing hypotheses alike: ps.n in Nt is then to be 
emended into ps<s>.n, as in N. Within Coffin Texts them­
selves, CT II 268/9e has been discussed as a case where 
what seems to be a short written stem is found in place 
of an expected long one in several witnesses: this could 
be either a non-standard spelling (a similar interpretive 
possibility is not given for ng.n), or a genuine misspell­
ing, related to the overall complex textual tradition of 
the passage (1.7). The textual tradition of CT I 74b itself 
is no less complex, and in fact more.
32 Allen, Inflection, §767D; also noted by Uljas, LingAeg 18 (2010), 
259.
33 Uljas, LingAeg 18 (2010), 258; not noted by Schenkel.
Moreover, a short written form ng.n is in fact not ab­
solutely unique to the passage under discussion, since it 
recurs in one witness of another passage, CT IV 23b 
SqlSq33: ng.n(=z) m smn “I have cackled as a Nilegoose 
(Til and Sq6C have the long written stem, ngg.n). In CT 
IV 23b, unlike in CT I 74b, the environment is “empha­
tic”, implying a sdm.n^fa under both competing hypoth­
eses: the short written stem in SqlSq is therefore contrary 
to expectation. One might of course emend CT IV 23b 
SqlSq into ng<g>.n(^i) m smn, and probably should. Yet, 
this casts some further doubt on the value of the very 
same written from, ng.n, documented in one passage 
only, and in this passage in half of the witnesses only, to 
establish a distinct inflectional category of the sdm.n^f if 
the reading ng.n in CT I 74b is to be considered primary, 
no less than half of the witnesses need to be emended, 
in various ways and for some of them on multiple levels 
simultaneously. Arguing directly for the primacy of such 
reading then presupposes that the hypothesis of a sdm.n^fy 
is preliminarily established, at which point CT I 74b 
ceases to be independent evidence for that hypothesis. 
Any indication possibly to be derived from only half of 
the witnesses in CT I 74b, in what is clearly a highly com­
plex passage, must therefore be considered extraordina­
rily brittle. The textual tradition of CT 1 74b is now to be 
discussed in some more details (1.9).
1.9 Notes on the textual variation 
in CT I 74b and surroundings
In modeling aspects of the dynamics of textual tradition 
in CT I 74b, three issues are immediately apparent (see 
also the fuller synopsis below, (u)-(w)):
(t) Textual variation in CT I 74b:
- One witness presents what would appear to be a 
present tense construction of the passage, B6C 
iw ngg n^k smn (and similarly in the preceding 
clause iw h> n=k bik).
- Two witnesses present what in view on the posi­
tion of the determinative would appear to be a 
stem ngn, B4C ngnDET (passive) and B3Bo zzgwDET 
(passive?).
- While five witnesses construe actively (with a 
sdm.n^fm T9C, TIL, BH5C, and TIC; with an ap­
parent present tense construction in B6C), two, 
or perhaps three, other ones construe passively 
(BIP and B4C; perhaps also B3Bo).
A. The present tense construction in B6C, iw ngg n=k smn, 
to begin with this, is remarkable in view of the place­
ment of the subject, after the verb: in this construction, a 
full noun subject is always placed before the verb ((w) N 
sdm^f) and the correct construction would thus have 
been iw smn ngg=fn=k. The comment extends to the pre­
ceding clause, CT I 74a, which in B6C has the similarly 
incorrect iw h> n=k bik.
An “obvious” emendation is then into two sdm.n^fs 
(assuming haplography of the tense marker -n- with the 
following dative), under which the subjects bik and smn 
would fall into their right place: iw hi<.n> n=k bik iw ngg<.n> 
n=k smn. This would find some further support in a 
following clause, CT I 74e, which, with the same verb as 
in CT 1 73d-74a, reads iw h>.n n=k drti. (An alternative 
emendation of CT I 73d-74b into z'w hi n~k<in> bik iw ngg 
n^k <in> smn is less likely: the emendation would be 
fairly heavy; more critically, the long written stem of ngg 
in a passive construction would still have to be emended 
further, into ng<g>.) This may not be the full story, how­
ever (below, D).
B. The stem ngn (written wgzzDET) in B3Bo and B4C is re­
markable, as it is nowhere attested otherwise. Variation 
in the stem of ngg is documented in later times (thus 
ngng in one witness of BD 17) and for Coffin Texts in 
nominal derivatives, ngng and ngngn, “cackler” (1.8.A). 
The latter could suggest that a stem ngn might have ex­
isted as well. This remains insecure, however: Coffin Text 
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evidence for the stems ngng and ngngn is from nominal 
derivatives, while evidence for verbal ngng is from much 
later times only.
Relevant to the issue is also CT III 130g, where one 
witness, T3Be, has a “stem” nggn, similarly unique 
(nggzzDET.zz=z; SIC and TaBe have ngg.n-i, without determi­
native). In this case, the “stem” is demonstrably an arti­
fact of textual tradition, as is implied by the determina­
tive, G40 (the “p”’-bird), unexpected with forms of ngg 
“cackle”. The immediately preceding clause (CT III 130f) 
reads pi.n-r. after the sign for p, this includes a sequence 
of signs <G40 n Al>. In T3Be, this graphic sequence is 
taken over into the next clause (CT III 130g) and added 
onto the sequence <n g g n> (ngg.n as correctly in SIC 
and TIBe): the overall result is a spelling <n g g n> + 
<G40 n Al>, which in transcription ends up as nggnDE1.n=i.
NgnDET, documented only in CT I 74b (B4C and 
B3Bo), may then similarly be an artifact of textual altera­
tion: other witnesses do not have ngn, and several have a 
form ng.n^f (written either with or without determinative, 
>zgDEI.zz=/'or ng.n~f)-, this suggests a “natural” emendation 
of B4C and B3Bo into ng{n}m\<n>Vt. As it turns out, the 
preceding clause in one of these two witnesses (B3Bo) 
has just a sdm.n=f (iw hi.n n=t bik), apparently lending 
further support to such emendation. Things are hardly 
that simple, however, since the above does not easily ac­
count for the passive construction with agent (in smn) in 
CT I 74b B4C, and even less so for the exactly similar 
construction in CT I 74a B4C (iw hi n=t in bik).
C. The most salient textual issue in CT 74b and surround­
ings is the contrast between active and passive construc­
tions, complexly distributed in different witnesses. This 
can only be appreciated within the broader context of 
the first part of Spell 24, from CT I 73d to CT I 74 f. In the 
following synopsis of such variation, relevant verbal 
forms are boldfaced; passives are additionally under­
scored, and subjectless passives (i.e., passives from in­
transitives) are doubly underscored. Two main traditions 
are distinguished, (u)-(u') and (v)-(v'); one witness has 
a mixed reading (w):
(u) CT I 74b in context, BIP:
iw hi n^k in bik
iw di n~k c in dhwti
iw hi n<=k in drty
iw ng n=k in smn
iw sh n=dc hps n hftiw-k 
ist pw hnc nbt-hwt
34 This emendation is implicit in the count in Schenkel, “Pradikati- 
ves und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n-f\ h(>, n. 13: see above, n. 12.
(u') Sim., B4C: 
iw hi n~t_ in bik
iw hia n=t drty
iw ngn n^t in smn
[...] n hftiw^t
ist pw hnc nbt-hwt
a) sic, for iw hi<.n> n=t drty qr iw hi n-t <in> drty
(v) B6C:
iw hi<n > n~k bik 
iw di n^k c in dhwty 
iw hi.n n~k drty
iw ngg<.n?> n=k smn 
iw sh n~k hps [n] hftiw^k 
ist pw hnc nbt-hwt
(v') Sim., T9C, TIL, BH5C, TIC:
iw hi.n n=k bik
(w) Mixed, B3Bo:
iw ng.n n=k smn/bik
iw hi.n n~t bik iw ngn n=t m smn
The discussion is best begun with BIP and B6C, the only 
two witnesses to preserve a fuller version of the first part 
of the spell. As noted above (A), the text of CT I 73d-74b 
B6C (v) is ungrammatical as it stands and plausibly 
emended into two sdm.n&fs under haplography of the 
tense marker to the following dative (zw hi<.n> n=k bik iw 
ngg<.n> n=k smn). With or without this emendation, B6C 
presents an alternation between two active constructions 
(CT I 73d-74b), two passive ones (CT I 74c-d), and again 
an active one (CT I 74e). (T9C, TIL, BH5C, and TIC (v'), 
which preserve only CT I 73d-74b, fit into this tradition.) 
In BIP (u), by way of contrast, all events are passive. 
(B4C (uz) fits into this tradition for CT I 73d-74b; CT I 
74e, which needs to be emended in one way or another, 
may fit into either traditions depending on how it is 
emended.) B3Bo (w), for its part, has a mixed version, 
first with an active construction (CT I 74a), then with a 
passive one (CT I 74b).
The alternation between active and passive construc­
tions in B6C is not conditioned by the textually explicit 
presence of an agent: of the two passive constructions in 
this witness, one (CT I 74c) has a textually explicit agent, 
while the other one (CT I 74d) has not. Nor can the ac­
tive-passive alternation in B6C be accounted for in 
broader discourse-functional terms: the various events 
do not differ in terms of the topicality, discourse-activa­
tion, or other properties of the referents involved. If, 
however, the two major witnesses, BIP and B6C are con­
trasted with each other, a remarkable pattern becomes 
apparent. Of the five passives in BIP, three are subject­
less (i.e., derived from intransitives: hi, ng, hi), while the 
other two are passives derived from transitives (dic, sh hps). 
Events that are presented as passive in both B6C and BIP 
are the ones derived from transitives, while events that 
are active in B6C correspond to the subjectless passives 
in BIP.
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In going beyond the merely descriptive, the sub­
stantially different nature of the two types of passives is 
of relevance. In somewhat schematic terms, subjectless 
passives are non-prototypical, because passive voice is 
an Endpoint-oriented category: a passive derived from 
an intransitive, by definition, lacks an Endpoint. What 
is more, subjectless passives, untypical as they are in 
general, are even more untypical when combined with 
an explicit mention of the Agent: this is because Agent- 
expliciting constructions are mostly used in relation to 
issues to do with the relative topicality of the A and 0 
Participants, a dimension that cannot come to play with 
subjectless passives: by definition these are all about 
one core participant only, the agent itself (S). Signifi­
cantly, many languages do not license subjectless pas­
sives at all or only marginally (e.g., several Semitic lan­
guages; by and large English); those languages that do 
license subjectless passives often license the combina­
tion of this construction with an explicit mention of the 
Agent only limitedly, if at all (e.g., German ?!“Es wurde 
durch die Nilgans gegaggelt”, hardly acceptable to a na­
tive speaker, nor generally deemed correct in gram­
mars). These dimensions translate into differential ease 
of processing: while passives are generally more com­
plex to process than actives, subjectless passives are re­
latively more complex to process than passives derived 
from transitives, and subjectless passives with explicit 
mention of the Agent may be most difficult to process 
of all.
Turning back to the textual issue at hand, that an 
active form would have been altered into a passive one 
is less likely than the reverse (compare e.g., Pyr. §602a 
(PT 359), where the V-passive in T and N is made into an 
active in P). That an active form from an intransi­
tive event would have been altered into a subjectless 
Passive is even less likely. That an active form would 
have been altered into a subjectless passive with an ex­
plicit mention of the Agent verges on the impossible. If, 
on the other hand, it is assumed that the sequence of 
Passives, as in BIP, is original, the process of textual al­
teration is natural in terms of the different text frequen­
cies of the various constructions involved and the differ­
ential ease of processing associated with these: active 
constructions in various witnesses of CT I 74a-e arise by 
simplification of grammar and style, precisely in those 
Places where grammar is most complex. The active-pas­
sive alternation in B6C is explained in principled ways: 
the most complex passive constructions, the ones de­
rived from intransitive verbs, are made active, while the 
less complex ones, the passives derived from transitive 
verbs, are left passive.
D. That the passive constructions in CT I 73d-74a are ori­
ginal and the active ones secondary is also indepen­
dently suggested by the broader articulation of Spell 24. 
This falls in two parts, both introduced by an address to 
the deceased, hi wsir N pn (CT I 73c and 75a, respec­
tively). In the second part of the spell, documented in 
four witnesses (BIP, B4C, B6C, and T9C), all five events 
are passive in all witnesses. These passives are from tran­
sitive events, which explains why they stay passive in 
B6C (and T9C): as discussed above, in those witnesses 
that alter passive constructions (such as B6C), only sub­
jectless passives are altered into active constructions.
Turning back to the beginning of the spell as docu­
mented in other witnesses, T9C, TIL, BH5C, and TIC 
align with B6C, adapting the subjectless passives to ac­
tives (unlike B6C, these witnesses display only the first 
two clauses) (0). B6C secondarily looses the tense marker 
-n- in the first two events, under haplography (y). NgnVEr 
in B3Bo and B4C is also a secondary alteration, possibly 
set in relation to an incomplete adaptation of the agent 
phrase in the first process of alteration (8):
(x) Processes of textual alteration in CT I 73d-74f:
(a) BIP: original reading, all events in the passive 
(iw hi n=k in bik iw ng n~k in smn iw di n~k c in 
dhwti iw sh n=k hps n hftiw^k iw hi n=k in drty).
(P) T9C, TIL, BH5C, and TIC: adaptation of CT I 73d- 
74a (hii) and CT I 74b (ngg), both subjectless pas­
sives in the original, to active constructions (> iw 
hi.n n=k bik iw ng.n n=k smn/bik).
(y) B6C: adaptation of subjectless passives, and of 
these only, into actives (> *zw hi<n> n=k bik iw 
ngg<n> n^k smn iw di n=k c in dhwty iw sh n~k hps 
|«| hftiw^k iw hi.n n=k drty); secondarily, haplo­
graphy of the tense marker -n- before dative with 
the first two of the series of events (> iw hi n=k 
bik iw ngg n~k smn, ungrammatical).
(8) /VgzzDET in B3Bo and B4C: a secondary alteration, 
possibly in relation to an incomplete adaptation 
of the original Agent phrase in the first stage of 
the change (B3Bo > *iw hi.n n=t bik ng.n n=t m /in- 
smn > iw ngriP™ n=t m smn; B4C > ‘iw hi n=t in bik 
iw ng.n n^t in smn > iw hi n=t in bik iw ngn0Er n=t in 
smn).
E. In view of the complexity of the textual tradition in CT 
I 74a-b, the reader may of course consider scenarios dif­
ferent from the above. What is clear, however, is that 
any such scenario must account for the alternation be­
tween passive and active constructions in B6C, as well as 
for its principled correlation with different types of pas­
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sives in BIP. For this, and for other reasons exposed 
above, declaring the passives secondary to the sdm.n^fs 
seems difficult; whatever the details, some perhaps in 
need of further adjustment, iw ng.n in CT I 74b T9C, TIL, 
BH5C, and TIC is arguably secondary to a passive con­
struction. In the passive, Il.red have the short stem: the 
short written stem of the sdm.n=f in CT I 74b T9C, TIL, 
BH5C, and TIC could therefore itself be a textual hang­
over of the short written stem of the passive: in other 
words, it could well be textual in origin rather than 
grammatical in nature, by a process similar to the one by 
which the “stem” ngn in other witnesses could be as 
well.
If zw ngg in CT I 74b B6C comes from iw ngg<.n> (it­
self secondary to passive iw ng: (y)), B6C may even bear 
trace that the form of the sdm.n^f of ngg after zw was in 
fact regular with the long written stem (correctly adapted 
in the textual tradition underlying this specific witness, 
before the tense marker was subsequently lost).
1.10 CT V 300b iw ntn
A. The last passage to be discussed, CT V 300b, reads iw 
ntn (four witnesses).35 This, however, documents a short 
written stem of a Il.red in a “non-emphatic” environment 
only if ntt “fetter” is indeed a Il.red. A verb ntt is not en­
tirely uncommon in broadly “religious” texts in New 
Kingdom or later times36. In earlier times, nominal deri­
vatives of various sorts are found, both with and without 
written reduplication of t; thus, in Coffin Texts, nttw, var. 
nttyw “bonds”37, but also int, int, var. fem. intt, intt “fet­
ter”38. Rare, but very remarkable, are nominal derivatives 
without initial zz-39: ttt “Fesslerin” (Pyr. § 672b1) “und viel- 
leicht auch (nach Sethe) ttw ‘Fessler (der Feinde)’” (Pyr. 
§ 439aWT). Nominal derivatives without initial n- strongly 
imply that n in ntt is not the first root consonant, but a 
prefix40; if so, ntt could hardly be a Il.red (*zz-AA ist not 
an attested type). That “ntt” is not a Il.red is also sug­
gested by the form of the pseudoparticiple of that verb: 
(...) wnn=sn snh.yw nttyw (...) “(...) that they be bound and 
fettered (...)” (Urk. I 305, 18). The pseudoparticiple of 
35 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f’, 46, 
n. 14-16.
36 Wb. II 367.2-8.
37 Van der Molen, Dictionary, 259; 254.
38 Van der Molen, Dictionary, 42.
39 Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik, § 427, Anm.
40 Sim. Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik, § 427, Anm, who in a more 
strongly assertive mode went on to conclude: “als n-Bildung erwie- 
sen”.
41 For Pyramid Texts, Allen, Inflection, § 768 (NB: the one possible 
instance of a possible long written stem quoted by Allen, with a 
question mark, qrr in § 413bWT (PT 274) is a relative sdm.n-f (qrrt.n 
V)); for Old Egyptian texts more generally, further examples in Edel, 
Altagyptische Grammatik, § 578; for Middle Egyptian, e.g. Schenkel, 
Tiibinger Einfiihrung, § 7.3.2.C.
42 Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik, § 578, gives three examples. The 
first, presented as a 2ms pseudoparticiple of wrr “be great” (Pyr. 
§877bPN; PT 463), is in fact a nisba-derivative from wrrt “Great 
Crown” (recognized by James Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid 
Texts, Writings from the Ancient World 23 (Atlanta: Society of Bibli­
cal Literature, 2005), 122: this is implied by the overall construction 
of the clause with an initial independent pronoun, twt wrrt m tl-wr). 
The second instance adduced by Edel is from a New Kingdom text 
(edited by Kurt Sethe, “Die beiden alten Lieder von der Trinkstatte 
in den Darstellungen des Luxorfestzuges”, ZAS 64 (1929), 2). The 
third instance is Urk. I 305,18 itself.
43 CT IV 200/la L3Li wzizz, against 21 other witnesses with wn-, just 
in the next clause, L3Li itself correctly has wn. (I thank Wolfgang 
Schenkel, personal communication, 7/2013, for drawing my attenti­
on to this, in his own words a “Kuriosum”).
44 Thus B3Bo; sim. BIP, TIL n int.<tM>'k; without haplography of 
the passive marker, but with a phonetic spelling of the negative 
word, TIC n int.t(w)'k: less correctly B6C as n in<t>.<t(w)>=k: B4C is 
garbled.
Il.red has a short written stem, without reduplication41. 
(Examples with the long written stem quoted by Edel are 
spurious42; only one instance with a long stem has ever 
been spotted, in a faulty passage in Coffin Texts43.)
In Coffin Texts themselves, a verb “fetter” is found in 
only two passages, the one under discussion (CT V 300b 
iw ntn) and one other one. The latter reads n int<t(w)>^t 
“You will not be fettered” (CT I 70c)44. The form is here 
probably a prospective, as is suggested by the construc­
tion (zz sdm&f with future time-reference) and n rd.t(w) in 
the immediately following clause. If so, int cannot be a 
form of a Il.red, since this would display written redupli­
cation in the prospective. If, as is less likely, n int<t(w)>=k 
in CT I 70c were to be analyzed as a form of the subjunc­
tive, the lack of written reduplication would be ac­
counted for under an interpretation as a Il.red (AvBB'v-: 
<AB>), yet the initial <i> could not be the marker of writ­
ten inflection, since this would be prevented precisely by 
a form as AvBB'v-. However to be analyzed, therefore, 
“fetter” in CT I 70c is not a form of ntt, but of a different 
stem, probably to be set as int. On what grounds the only 
other occurrence of a verb “fetter” in Coffin Texts, iw ntn 
in CT V 300b, should be taken to be an instance of a 
Il.red then remains unclear. If the long written stem of the 
pseudoparticiple in Urk. I 305, 18 (above) is additionally 
taken into account, this is very unlikely.
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B. At this point, one may wonder what the inflectional 
class of “fetter” actually is. The evidence is puzzling: 
based on nominal derivative suggesting that n- could be 
a prefix, not the first root consonant, one could be 
tempted by positing a n-Ai-Ai formation (ntiti). Another 
solution, elegantly synthesizing all other observations, 
would be to posit a verb intt, i.e. (initially?) a IlI.red'15. 
This would in particular account for the reduplicated 
form in the pseudoparticiple in Urk. I 305, 18, then to be 
read as (z)nttyw, with the non-representation of the initial 
i- easily accounted for as a phenomenon of samdhi (for 
reduplicated written forms of the pseudoparticiple of 
IlI.red, compare CT V 251a B2Bo shdd (alongside shd in 
S2C and P. Berl.); CT VII 212c P. Gard. Ill hsdd.tW*6; CT 
VIII 447ff B16C <s>hdd'17).
However, no definite conclusion is possible, given 
the small quantity of data, compounded with the possibi­
lity of changes in class-belonging over time. Such change 
is otherwise documented, thus in the now well-studied 
case of hsd(d) “go mouldry” (and the derived noun), ori­
ginally a 3rad, hsd (in Pyramid Texts), later a IlI.red, 
hsdd''*. As the contradictory interpretations made above 
(.ntiti, a N-stem, or intt, a IlI.red) suggest, morphological 
change may indeed have affected this verb. Matters with 
(i)nt(t) were probably complex, beyond what the data 
support in terms of reconstruction.
1.11 Written forms of ll.red in Coffin Texts: 
Summary
The written forms of ll.red in Coffin Texts are compatible 
with the hypothesis of two forms of the sdm.n^J distin­
guished by the position of stress proposed by Schenkel. 
In particular, CT III 133b T3Be n p[zz]nDETn (1.3.C) and 
n >mm.n.t(w) in textual alternation to n >m.n.t(w) CT I 397c 
(1.5.C) do not provide evidence remotely robust enough 
to contradict the hypothesis.
However, all of these written forms can also be inter­
preted differently, with equal likelihood in each case in­
dividually, and therefore as a collection45 6789:
45 On the inflectional behavior of IlI.red (and caus-II.red) in the 
sdm.n=f Schenkel, Tiibinger Einfiihrung, §73.1.1.1, Anm. 4; id., 
LingAeg 14 (2006), 65-66.
46 Schenkel, LingAeg 14 (2006), 67, n. 37.
47 Data kindly provided by Wolfgang Schenkel, p.c., 7/2013.
48 Coffin Texts have both, which may reflect two different traditions, 
one harkening back more directly to Pyramid Texts, the other one mo­
re innovative. In details, Schenkel, LingAeg 14 (2006), 66-67.
49 In the list below, determinatives are noted only when relevant 
to the discussion. <Wr r n> (w/.n or wrr.n) is not included in the list.
(y) Alternative interpretations here proposed:
- long written stems (iss.n, inn, cnnDEr.n, wrr.n, ngg.n): 
see 1.2;
- Il.red-ult.n without determinative (pn.n, m.n, hn.n): 
see 1.3.A;
- Il.red-ultJ: t>DEt.n: see 1.4.E and the general dis­
cussion of II.red-ult.> in 1.4.A-D;
- 7mDET.M: see 1.5;
- ng.n: see 1.8-9;
- ntn: see 1.10.
In several cases - long written stems; Il.red-ult.n without 
determinative - the possibility of an alternative interpre­
tation is a direct consequence of mapping out the impli­
cations of the two competing hypotheses explicitly: both 
hypotheses predict the same written forms.
In the case of />DET.n - a Il.red-ult.i like mH, but writ­
ten with a determinative - various scenarios have been 
discussed under which this written form could be inter­
preted as a sdm.n^fic, in particular, the syllable-final posi­
tion the second “aleph” would have had in a sdm.n^fa 
could have led to a lack of representation in writing or a 
lack of articulation in speech. Similar scenarios could ap­
ply to >mDET.n, if really from “predicative” environments; 
however, the constructional environments in which these 
forms occur are more likely to be “emphatic” than not. If 
so, these would document written forms of the type 
)/nDET.w for what must be sdm.n=fts under both hypoth­
eses alike, then also implying that one of the scenarios 
proposed for interpreting >mDET.n as a sdm.n-fy, would 
have to apply; a similar comment would then extend to 
the structurally similar written form b’DET.n.
Ngg was probably not a ll.red in origin, but seems to 
have aligned on that class inflectionally by the times of 
CT; the one passage in which a short written form of this 
verb is found comes with such textual complexities that 
no firm indications can be derived from it. In addition, 
there are also very strong indications that ng.n is second­
ary to an originally passive construction, in which case 
the short written stem in ng.n could be a textual hang­
over from the short written stem of the original passive.
In the case of ntt, finally, class-belonging is alto­
gether insecure; various indications speak against this 
being a ll.red.
because it was not used to argue for the hypothesis in the first place 
(1.7). Also suppressed from the list are ml.n (1.4.A-B) and nhh.n (1.8. 
A), which were already withdrawn by Schenkel himself.
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2 Ult.n non-II.red in Coffin Texts
Ult.n non-II.red were discussed in Schenkel’s proposal, 
not as primary evidence supporting the hypothesis, but 
as possibly providing a way to independently test that 
hypothesis in an inflectional class entirely unrelated to 
the ILred. In the material he adduces for discussion50, 
the author initially observes that written forms of ult.n 
non-II.red seem to behave partly according to expectation 
under his hypothesis (“hypothesenkonform”) and partly 
in ways contrary to expectation (“hypothesenwidrig”). In 
“predicative” environments, ult.n non-II.red have written 
forms with two n’s (<ABNn>), i.e., phrased in the author’s 
terms “without haplography”51. This is interpreted as 
being in conformity to his hypothesis, since in the hy­
pothesized sdm.n^fx, and only in this, the last root conso­
nant n would be separated from the tense marker -n- by a 
stressed vowel (AvBN'vnv-). In “emphatic” environ­
ments, written forms often also display two n’s. This is 
interpreted as contrary to his hypothesis, since in the 
sdm.n^f\ the last root consonant n would stand in direct 
contact with the tense marker -n- (AvB'vNnv-) and 
should thus surface in written form only once52:
50 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n=f\ 51- 
58.
51 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n^f" 52-
54.
52 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n-f\ 54- 
56.
53 Adapting an Assyriological convention somewhat, capitalized 
“DBN” stands for the word-sign (here F46).
54 Wb. V 436-37.
55 Similar in principle are written forms with determinative, such 
as ygnDET«=: in CT III 121d SITu (also a sdm.n=fid: see below, 2.2, 
(cc).
(z) Schenkel’s initial interpretation of written forms of 
ult.n non-II.red:
“Predicative” envs.: “hypothesenkonform”
<ABNn> (regularly) sdm.n^fy (AvBN'vnv-)
“Emphatic” envs.: “hypothesenwidrig”
<ABNn> (often) sdm.n^fy. (AvB'vNnv-)
2.1 Ult.n non-II.red in “emphatic” 
environments
Under the above analysis of written forms, the long writ­
ten stems of ult.n non-II.red in “emphatic” environments 
would be contrary, not only to Schenkel’s “split sdm.n-f 
hypothesis”, but also to the alternative “unitary sdm.n^f 
hypothesis”. This is because both competing hypotheses 
similarly posit a sdm.n^fa (CvC'vCnv-) in “emphatic” en­
vironments (1.2), which with ult.n should then similarly 
surface with a short written stem (<ABn>, for AvB'vNnv). 
Since the existence of a sdm.n^f\ does not stand to dis­
pute (1.2.A), it is the interpretation of written forms that 
must be revised.
A. Schenkel’s initial analysis is carried out under the as­
sumption that written representation primarily targets 
the phonological sequence: if so, “haplography” is in­
deed to be expected. In view of the resulting contradic­
tion, the underlying assumption must itself be ques­
tioned. If, on the other hand, a mixed, lexico- 
phonological representation is posited, a written form 
<ABNn> of the sdm.n^fy. is naturally explained: the first 
written n is integral to the representation of the verb as a 
lexical item, while the second stands for the inflectional 
affix (thus, schematically, <ABN-n>).
Such analysis - which is required on the afore men­
tioned logical grounds - is also natural when the se­
quence of signs, rather than the transcription, is consid­
ered. To begin with a straightforward example, in CT IV 
181q GIT dbn.n^i, the sequence of signs is <d-b-n-DBN-n-i- 
Al>.53 545If the first n were left unwritten, dbn would appear 
as <d-b-DBN>. This would be a rather odd spelling for a 
word that is otherwise written either as <d-b-n-DBN> or 
as <DBN-n>stl. An incomplete complementation where 
the first and second root consonant would be privileged 
over the last would more generally be against Middle 
Egyptian orthographic standards. In the present case, the 
regular presence of <n>, a flat sign, is also because it 
naturally fits over or under <DBN>, also a flat one (over 
it in the fuller spelling, under it in the shorter one). The 
sequence of signs <d-b-n-DBN> is therefore a lexical re­
presentation, not reflecting inflection; the two n’s stand­
ing in contact with each other in the phonological se­
quence are represented twice in writing, because they 
belong to different levels of representation, one lexical, 
the other inflectional:
(aa) CT IV 181q GIT dbn.n-i as a sdm.n^fx’5:
<d-b-n-DBN> - <n>
(lexical representation) - (affix)
*ldvb'vnl - */nv~l
(haplography blocked)
In substantial ways, this is similar to the analysis subse­
quently developed by Schenkel himself, speaking of the
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role of the determinative as signalling the morpheme 
boundary (stem-affix), itself a parameter preventing hap- 
lography56.
56 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n-f, 57 
58; see also, in a different context, id., LingAeg 14 (2006), 62. Liegt 
zwischen zwei gleichen Konsonanten eine Morphemfuge, kann der 
Consonant auch zweimal geschrieben werden”.
57 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n-f, 55,
and n. 74-75.
At first perplexing alternations such as between 
wmDET„ tv and ,vw«DCT N in CT V 228j (TICb and TICa, 
respectively)57 can then also be accounted for. In TICb, 
the written representation is as just discussed, with <s- 
m"-«-DET> a logographic representation of the verb as a 
lexical item (smn" DET), followed by <n> standing for a re­
presentation of the inflectional affix -n-. TICa is a rarer 
alternative, including the same lexical representation 
(also smn" DET), but within a phonologically-based repre­
sentation of the overall word-form: in this case, haplo­
graphy applies. (Technically, the haplography is not of 
the last root consonant, but of the tense marker itself, as 
the position of the determinative also visually expresses.) 
That a written form such as the one in TICa should be 
relatively less common is because the form is not distinc­
tive with respect to the sdm&f, unlike the fuller form as in 
TICb.
B. In a previous section of the present paper, it was ob­
served that the written forms of Il.red-ult.n pn.n, rn.n, and 
-nn could equally well be analyzed as representing the 
hypothesized sdm.n=fi (<ANn> for AvNN'vn-) and the 
(<ANn> for AvN'vNnv-). Such analysis, which 
includes haplography, is not at odds with the one just 
developed for ult.n non-II.red. A first observation is that 
Pnn, rnn, and hnn are written without a determinative, 
while fgn and smn are with a determinative: in Schenkel’s 
foot tracks, the determinative, only with ult.n non-II.red 
signals the morpheme boundary, often blocking haplo­
graphy; in dhn written fully, the word-sign has similar ef­
fect. A complementary, in part equivalent, view is also 
the following: as ult.n non-II.red have one root consonant 
n only (by definition), this n is then an integral compo­
nent of the logographic representation of the verb as a 
lexical item. In Il.red-ult.n, by contrast, the second n is 
not an integral component of such lexical representation: 
as written forms such as the subjunctive demonstrative, 
only the first n is a necessary component of this repre­
sentation.
2.2 Ult.n non-II.red in “predicative” 
environments
The above analysis also implies reconsidering the inter­
pretation of the long written stems of ult.n in “predica­
tive” environments (<ABNn>). These are interpreted by 
Schenkel as evidence in support of his hypothesis. A 
written form <ABNn> would thereby stand for the hy­
pothesized sdm.n^fy, in which the last root consonant n 
would be separated from the tense marker -n- by a 
stressed vowel (AvBN'vnv-), and therefore not undergo 
haplography. The same written form, so Schenkel, could 
not stand for a sdm.n=fy. (AvB'vNnv-) because in this form 
the final root consonant n and the tense marker, also -n-, 
stand in contact and would therefore undergo haplogra­
phy.
However, in all cases except one (below), the spel­
ling is with a determinative58: w/mDET.« (2-6), bhn^.n (1- 
l),59 sbn^.n (1-2)60, smnm:!.n (1-1), ssnDET.» (3-3), Avmdet.w 
(1-6), and dbn°™.n (6-7/8?). In such spellings, the last 
root consonant n is an integral part of the representation 
of the verb as a lexical item, separated from the inflec­
tional affix by a determinative. The last root consonant n 
and the tense marker n thus belong to two different le­
vels of written representation; haplography is blocked, 
and written forms such as the above could stand for a a 
sdm.n^f\:
(bb) CT IV 159e Sq6C w/iwDET.n, possibly interpreted as a 
sdm.n^fip.
<iv-A-«-DET> - <»>
(lexical representation) - (affix) 
*lwvh'vnl - *lnv-l
(haplography blocked)
This possibility is given because the very same analysis 
had to be made for exactly similar written forms that un­
der both hypotheses alike must be analyzed as sdm.n=fa
58 Data from Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches  
sdm.n=f, 52-53, n. 49-68.
59 CT VII 19r T3C Z>AnDET.n(=z) n=/, with an Umstellung of the tense 
marker <n> and the determinative (thus technically bhnfn/DEr<.n> 
(=i) n=J): the Umstellung is for visual arrangement, fitting three hori­
zontal narrow signs (the two n’s and the hoe U7) against the narrow 
vertical sign h. In addition, the set group hnn (with all four signs, 
encountered in the spelling for hnn ‘hoe’), could have played a role 
here.
60 CT IV 105 S2P sbnDEr<.n> n=i, with haplography of the tense 
marker before the pronominal dative; SIC sbn{n)0E*<.n> n=i, a simi­
lar phenomenon, probably with an additional confusion.
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based on the “emphatic” environments in which they oc­
cur (2.1. A):
(cc) CT III 121d SITu fgnDET.n, necessarily as a sdm.n=fy.:
<f-g-n-Yfi!A> - <n>
(lexical representation) - (affix) 
“Ifvg'vnl - *lnv-l
(haplography blocked)
As regards the single case written without determinative, 
CT II 202d B1L twn.n, this is one of seven witnesses where 
all six others have ftwtDET.n: the omission of the determi­
native in B1L does not therefore affect the above analy­
sis61. In one case, finally, the tense marker is left out, CT 
I 401a T3C vv/r«DET.M, standing against five witnesses with 
the tense marker written, w/mDET.n62: the alternation is si­
milar to the one between .vm«l)El.w N and smnDET N in CT 
V 228j (TICb and TICa, respectively), in which the “em­
phatic” environment imposes an analysis as sdm.n^fx un­
der both competing hypotheses alike (2.1.A, fine).
61 In details, the spelling is <(-»„-«-«>, with the first n the regular 
phonetic complement of w/i (thus twn".n): the group <(-»n-n> thereby 
similarly functions as a representation of the word as a lexical item.
62 SIC, BIBo, BIC, BIP; B2L has w/mDET{n}.ri.
63 Schenkel, “Pradikatives und abstrakt-relativisches sdm.n^f', 48.
64 Also outside Coffin Texts e.g., Sinai 90, 8 and 13 (Herwerre); 
RILN 73, 6 (Antefiker’s Girgawi Inscription); Hatnub 22, 2; etc.
65 Also, under justified emendation, CT VII 293c (B1L, B2L, B2P).
The written forms of ult.n non-II.red in “predicative” 
environments can thus be analyzed equally well as 
sdm.n^fy’s or as sdm.n&fa’s. Both analyses are just as likely, 
and these written forms do not provide evidence in sup­
port of the “split .sc/m.«=/hypothesis”: they are neutral as 
to which of the two competing hypotheses is correct.
2.3 Ult.n non-II.red: Summary
Written forms of the sdm.n^f of ult.n are in most cases 
with both the final root consonant ant the tense marker 
written, i.e. “without haplography” (<ABNn>). In Schen­
kers initial analysis, these written forms would be “hy- 
pothesenwidrig” in “emphatic” environments (AvB'vNnv-: 
haplography expected), while they would be “hypothe- 
senkonform” in “predicative” ones (AvBN'vnv-).
In the analysis made above, as in Schenkel’s subse­
quent discussion, forms in “emphatic” environments 
without haplography (<ABNn>) are easily explained 
when determinatives or word-signs are taken into ac­
count: thus dhn.n, written <d-b-n-DBN-n> as consisting in 
a representation of the verb as a lexical item (<d-b-n- 
DBN>) followed by the tense marker <w>; similarly 
fgrP^.n as </-g-w-DET> followed by <n>. This analysis, 
which comes naturally when the visual makeup of writ­
ten forms is taken into account, is required because un­
der both competing hypotheses alike the same form, a 
sdm.n^fa, is predicted in “emphatic” environments.
The possibility of such analysis then extends to “pre­
dicative” environments, in which the same written forms 
<ABNn> are found. These, which all come with determi­
natives (e.g. wAnDET.rt), can of course be analyzed as 
sdm.n^fy's, as proposed by Schenkel; they can equally 
well be analyzed as sdm.n^fiCs.
In sum, written forms <ABNn> of ult.n are not “hypothe- 
senwidrig” in “emphatic environments”, as suggested in 
Schenkel’s initial analysis, nor are they “hypothesenkon- 
form” in “predicative” ones: in both environments, they are 
neutral as to which of the two competing hypotheses, the 
“split” or the “unitary” one, is correct.
3 Forms of wnn in the Coffin Texts
(It is my great pleasure to acknowledge that the follow­
ing section is entirely the product of an e-mail exchange 
with Wolfgang Schenkel in July 2013. Wolfgang Schenkel 
provided the explanation for the short form wn (<wn">) 
and one scenario by which the longer form wn.n (<wnn n>) 
could be accounted for; I am responsible for the alterna­
tive scenario accounting for the longer form in different 
ways. Wolfgang Schenkel most kindly agreed that the re­
sult of this discussion be included in the present study 
for publication.)
Written forms of the sdm.n-f of wnn display a clear 
contrast, which correlates with “abstract-relative” and 
“predicative” environments. At first sight, written forms 
of the sdm.n=f of wnn would thus seem to finally provide 
direct evidence for distinguishing two forms of the 
sdm.n^f The data are as follows63:
(dd) Written forms of the sdm.n=f of wnn in Coffin Texts: 
wn (<wnn>), in “emphatic” environments:
CT IV 94o; 94t; 95c; 95g (all B5C); VII 105q (S5C)64; 
wn.n (<wnn m>), in “predicative” environments: 
after iw. CT VII 122n (TINY);
after negative n: CT IV 18f (BIBo, B2Be); VII 237f; 
237h (both P. Gard. II); CT VII 501c (BIP, B5C, B4L)65.
This difference between these two written forms of the 
sdm.n-f of wnn cannot be explained away in terms of
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complementation, since the complementation of wn (E34) 
by n is regular66; the written forms <wn n> and <wn n n> 
must therefore be read as wn (<wnn>) and wn.w (<wnn n>), 
respectively. Other ILred-ult.n contrast a form with two 
n s (when no determinative is written) with one with 
three n’s (when a determinative is written, only docu­
mented in “emphatic” environments) (1.3). Wnn differs 
from these in contrasting a form with two n’s with a very 
short one with one n only.
66 According to Wolfgang Schenkel (personal communication, 7/ 
2013), the Coffin Texts do not include a single clear case of uncomple­
mented wn, out of roughly a thousand instances in this corpus.
67 Personal communication, 7/2013.
3.1 The very short form wn (<wnn>)
The very short form wn (<wn">) is found in “emphatic” en­
vironments and thus stands for a sdm.n&fy. under either 
of the competing hypotheses. With other ILred-ult.n, a 
sdm.nafa written without determinative comes with two 
« s in written form (AvN'vNnv-, thus <ANn>: 1.3.A). Irre­
spective of which of the competing hypotheses is correct, 
the very short form wn, only with this one verb, must 
therefore be accounted for in some way. Wolfgang Schen- 
kel67 proposes the following scenario, with a shortening of 
the pre-tonic syllable, occurring in the case of wnn as a 
high-frequency verb which also has grammatical func­
tions:
(ee) Wn (<wn">) (a sdm.n-fx under either hypothesis): 
‘WvN'vNnv- > W(vN)'vNnv- 
(contrasting with other verbs: AvN'vNnv-, <ANn>)
I fully side with this frequency-based, and thereby usage­
based, explanation. Besides its inherent likelihood, there 
simply seems to be no other way to account for the short 
Written form wn as this contrasts with the not so short writ­
ten form of other ILred-ult.n in similar environments.
3.2 Wn.n (<wnn n>) in contrast
to wn (<wnn>)
A. In accounting for the form wn.n (<wnn n>) found after 
<w' and negative n, Wolfgang Schenkel proposes that the 
shortening observed in the sdm.n~fa did not occur after 
and n because the form had a different syllable struc­
ture, in other words was not a sdm.n^fy.
(ff) Wn.n (<wn"-n>) in Schenkel’s proposal:
WvNN'vnv- (no shortening)
Unlike in the sdm.n^fy., the first syllable would thus have 
been “protected” by the geminated n that followed. The 
reasoning is impeccable and things may have been as 
suggested by Schenkel. If so, the longer written form of 
the sdm.n^f of wnn would imply the existence of a sdm.n^fy, 
because this is the differently stressed form needed un­
der this scenario.
However, this is not the only possibility to account 
for the form wn.n found after iw and n. I here propose an 
alternative account which is based, quite literally, on the 
observation that wn.n is found after iw and n. While pro­
sodic phenomena are hardly ever visible in written form, 
it is reasonable to assume that such phenomena existed 
in Earlier Egyptian, as they do in other languages; in 
fact, at least one alternation in the written phenomenol­
ogy of the sdm.n-f itself is arguably related to precisely 
such phenomena68. In the scenario proposed below, a 
phenomenon of samdhi is posited, by which the pre-to- 
nic open syllable would have been reduced after iw (*/jv/ 
) and n {*ln(v)l)b9.
(gg) Wn.n (<wn"-n>), an alternative proposal: 
jv + ‘WvN'vNnv- > jv-W$N'vNnv-
n(v) + ‘WvN'vNnv- > nv-W$N'vNnv-
68 As noted by Hans lakob Polotsky, Les transpositions du verbe 
en egyptien classique, Israel Oriental Studies 6 (Tel Aviv 1976), 23, 
n. 40, a few early Middle Egyptian texts make a distinction between 
a stem of rdi with r- in “nominal” environments (rd.n=f) and a stem 
without r- in “circumstantial” ones (d.n=f). In those texts that make 
the distinction, forms with r- are in sentence-initial position (in the 
“emphatic construction”) or after the negation n (n rd.n=fr, forms 
without r- are after iw (iw d.n^fi or otherwise in positions that are 
not sentence-initial (thus in dependent clauses, in which the verb is 
clause-initial, but not sentence-initial). The same verb rdi displays a 
similar alternation of stems with and without r- in forms of the 
sdm^-. for instance, the Old Egyptian “past tense” which is 
always in sentence-initial position or after the negation n, has a 
stem with r- (rd N; n rd=f)-, the “aorist” sdm=f, which is used after iw, 
a noun phrase, or otherwise in a position that is not sentence-ini­
tial, has a stem without r- (iw d=fi NP d^fi dependent d=f). The corre­
lation of stems with and without r- is exactly the same as in the 
sdm.n=f, an entirely unrelated category. Rather than implying two 
forms of the sdm.n^f, as has been assumed, this occasional contrast 
in stems of rdi with and without r- is probably best interpreted as 
reflecting a phenomenon to do with prosody.
69 For the general principle, compare (word-internally) e.g., Akka­
dian ’pans-aku > pars aku.
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B. The two scenarios may now be presented alongside 
each other and thereby contrasted as to their implica­
tions:
(hh) Schenkel’s overall scenario:
wn (<wn">) in “emphatic” environments 
*WvN'vNnv- > W(vN)'vNnv-
wn.n (<wn"-n>) after iw and negative n:
WvNN'vnv-
(ii) An alternative scenario:
wn (<wnn>) in “emphatic” environments 
‘WvN'vNnv- > W(vN)'vNnv-
wn.n (<wn"-n>) after iw and negative n: 
jv + ‘WvN'vNnv- > jv-W$N'vNnv- 
n(v) + ‘WvN'vNnv- > nv-W$N'vNnv-
Both scenarios account for the two explananda raised by 
the written data: (a) the extremely short form of the sdm.n^f 
of wnn in “emphatic” environments; (p) the fact that after 
iw and negative n the sdm.n^f of wnn is not as extremely 
short. The first scenario implies the existence of a 
sdm.n'fy, the second does not. Both are equally likely.
Conclusion
It has been argued in the present paper that written 
forms of Il.red in Coffin Texts do not provide evidence in 
support of the “split sdm.n=f hypothesis”. These forms 
are consistent with Schenkel’s analysis, positing two 
forms of the sdm.n-f distinguished by the position of 
stress; they are similarly consistent with an interpretation 
such as the one here outlined, assuming only one form 
of the sdm.n=f (1). Written forms of ult.n non-II.red - 
which were not used as primary evidence in Schenkel’s 
proposal - are similarly consistent with either hypoth­
esis. It was argued that these written forms target various 
levels of representation, lexical and phonological, and 
thus behave in more principled ways than initially as­
sumed (2). Written forms of wnn, a high-frequency verb, 
afford a case of their own: with this verb only, a clear 
contrast between two distinct written forms is observed, 
distributed in principled ways over different environ­
ments. Yet again, however, the data are consistently in­
terpreted under either hypothesis alike (3). Early New 
Kingdom forms of Il.red, briefly touched upon, may be 
relevant to the issue, but do not in the current stage of 
study support definite conclusions in any direction either 
(1.6).
It is therefore submitted that the hypothesis of two 
forms of the sdm.n^f distinguished by the position of 
stress is not supported by the Coffin Text evidence based 
on which it was proposed. Evidence pro or contra the ex­
istence of two such forms of the sdm.n=f should be 
sought outside Coffin Texts.
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